
         70, Main St, 

         Cossington, 

         Leicestershire 

         LE7 4UW 

         11th January 2022 

Dear Ms L Palmer 

Re Public Enquiry to refused planning permission for last east of Cossington Road, Sileby.   

Ref APP/X2410/W/21/3287864 

 

As a local resident I STRONGLY object to this application for a housing on this land, which our local authority planning 

committee refused.  I understand the builders have asked for a public enquiry and I wish to voice my objections to 

the plans they originally submitted and new ones- which are substantially the same. 

 

My reasons for my objections are: 

 

1) The land is designated “an area of local separation” to separate Cossington and Sileby two distinct places.  

This is in AL54 Charnwood Local Plan 2019-2036 policy LP19. 

Whilst it would seem they only plan to build on part of the field it will significantly narrow the area – and this is 

particularly important as the council have given permission to build on the field adjacent to it – which is attached to 

Cossington village. – this planning application.  P/20/2393/2- Land off Humble Lane, Cossington, Leicestershire.  

The effect of the building on both fields would be to remove the area of separation which would be in contravention 

of the policy of keeping villages separate.  The two sites, on adjacent fields have entrances merely 100 yards apart. 

2) Congestion on the roads 

Sileby has had a large number of estates built.  The road structure in Sileby and Cossington has not 

changed, they are just as narrow as they ever were.  The road into which the estate would feed – 

Cossington road has cars parked all along it – two vehicles cannot pass on the road – this leads to serious 

traffic congestion.  The prospect of another 340 cars on the roads would merely make this worse – add this 

to the 260 cars from the 130 houses being built 100 yards down the road(Humble lane Cossington 

development) and traffic congestion will be even worse. 

 

3) Travel plans. 

I note they plan a travel manager to reduce the use of cars.  It is of note: 

a) Public transport is to Leicester and Loughborough – but by bus and the Loughborough bus makes a large 

circle in Sileby so takes about 3 times as long as by car – so is rarely used.  There is no nearby public 

transport to Syston(with much better shops than Sileby) and where some work, Melton and the other 

places in the area where people want to go to – so people use their car. 

b) Like all these builders they expect people to cycle.  However it has to be safe. We are a cycling family but 

cycling along the road to Sileby is increasingly dangerous – dodging in and out of the parked cars along 

the road to Sileby, waiting for the bus to pass in the opposite direction as there is not enough room.  I 

would be hesitant to advise cycling as there is no safe route to cycle – so people will use their car. 

c) Doctors and Schools 

I note they put down that the local doctors and Cossington school are within walking distance.  True but 

both are full.  Local residents are being refused access at the moment.  Cossington school will have to 

expand just to cope with the Humble lane development – there is not enough land in that development 



to cope with more from Sileby.  The two schools in Sileby which are a mile away and more from this 

development – are full. 

 

4) Schools. 

Cossington school is full, local residents are refused.  To cope with the Humble lane development the school 

has to expand – the land given for this will not be enough to cope with children from another 170 houses. 

5) Doctors surgeries 

As stated above they are full – there is no space on the land for the Banks surgery to expand to meet the 

demand. 

 

The local planning committee refused this application when originally put in – the new one is not 

different.  The council is under huge pressure to allow development yet even it recognised this 

development was not suitable, breached the area of separation and should be refused.   

 

Please respect that. 

 

 

Due to all the above reasons, I request you uphold the councils original decision and refuse this application. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Alison Armstrong 


